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*Undoubtedly, this is the best function by any writer. This really is for those who state there was not a really worth reading. Its been written in an exceptionally basic way which is merely right after i finished reading through this book by which really transformed me, change the way i really believe.*  
*(Dr. Deonte Hammes DDS)*
University of Wisconsin Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Norsk, Nordmenn Og Norge: Antologi, Kathleen Stokker, Intended primarily to complement "Norsk, Nordmenn, og Norge" the most widely used Norwegian text in the United States, this anthology may also be used independently and offers a lively, diverse collection of Norwegian writings for the intermediate-level student of Norwegian. High schools universities, or adult classes will find that the various stories and exercises provide a flexible text to meet their differing needs. Writings by Norwegians for Norwegians are grouped into three sections that allow the student to receive a hands-on approach to "bokmal" (Norway's standard language). The first section provides core readings that gradually grow in length and complexity, including stories, songs and dramatic sketches on themes ranging from romantic relationships and travel complications to women's rights and environmental issues. A second section on cultural background explores Norwegian geography, immigration to the United States, Germany's World War II occupation of Norway, and contemporary social issues in Norway. Students will find the third group of writings a useful start to expanding their use of Norwegian: selected texts are repeated in "nydansk" (Norway's second official language), "riksmal" (the older form of the language), various Norwegian dialects, Swedish, and Danish, to demonstrate how minor adjustments in reading skills can make a wider range of writings accessible to the student. Bound by no single philosophy or teaching method, the anthology allows instructors to use their own approaches, while offering a range of specific suggestions for those who desire more structure. The anthology's eclectic character, introductions to selected Norwegian authors, vocabulary lists, and maps provide opportunities for discussing Norwegian history, culture, geography and literature. Cartoons, jokes, charts, directions, illustrations, maps, and a tourist brochure add variety to the readings. A companion workbook ("arbeidsbok") and teacher's guide ("laererveiledning")...
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**Talking Digital: A Parent's Guide for Teaching Kids to Share Smart and Stay Safe Online (Paperback)**
Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English. Print on Demand. It is time for the digital talk. Today, kids are growing up in a wired world. Their...
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**TJ new concept of the Preschool Quality Education Engineering the daily learning book of: new happy learning young children (2-4 years old) in small classes (3)(Chinese Edition)**
paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided after the shipment. Paperback. Pub Date :2005-09-01 Publisher: Chinese children before making Reading: All books are the...
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**You Shouldn't Have to Say Goodbye: It's Hard Losing the Person You Love the Most**
Sourcebooks, Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, You Shouldn't Have to Say Goodbye: It's Hard Losing the Person You Love the Most, Patricia Hermes, Thirteen-year-old Sarah Morrow doesn't think much of the...
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